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This paper will be concerned with upper semi-
continuous decompositions of into points and tame arcs
where each of the non-degenerate elements of the 
decomposition space can be expressed as the intersection of 
a tower of two-hole tori. Linking of tori will be 
restricted to the case where if A and B both link the 
same hole in C , then A and B are linked by their 
respective holes that link C.
Bing described a decomposition space using four 
tori at each stage and proved that the space was not 
topologically E^ , Both an alternate proof and a 
characteristic of the space that distinguishes it from E^ 
will be presented. A new decomposition space will be 
constructed and shown to be topologically different from E^.
To obtain these results, the following are proven:
(i) for f a mapping of S2 into E^, let K(f)
be the set of-all x € S2 such that f-1f(x) / (x). Then,
if f(Cl(K(f))) is O-dimensional and no component of 
Cl(K(f)) separates S , f can be approximated as closely as 
desired by a homeomorphism.
(ii) Suppose k is a p-od (generalized triod) 
contained in the three-cube I with end-points only on 
Bd(I^), f is â homeomorphism of S2 into E^ , f(S2 ) does 
not intersect k , e is a suitably small positive number andp O
T is a component of f(S ) minus the €-neighborhood of I .
2 3Then, there is a homeomorphism g of S into E such thatp o "5T is contained in g(S ), g(S ) does not intersect ,
iv
•  1 Pf = g on g~ of g(s ) minus the 6-neighborhood of I t
P Pg(S ) is contained in f(S ) minus the e-neighborhood of
k k -aI plus the e-neighborhood of IJ minus I , and the distance
p




This paper will be concerned with upper serai-
3continuous decompositions of E into points and tame arcs 
where each of the non-degenerate elements of the 
decomposition space can be expressed as the intersection of a 
tower of two-hole tori. Linking of tori will be restricted 
to the case where if A and B both link the same hole in 
C , then A and B are linked by their respective holes 
that link C .
Bing in [4] described a decomposition space using 
four tori at each stage and proved that the space was not 
topologically E . Both an alternate proof"and a 3characteristic of the space that distinguishes it from E 
will be presented. A new decomposition space will be 3constructed and shown to be topologically different from E . 
To obtain these results, the following are proven:
(i) for f a mapping of S2 into , let K(f)o —lbe the set of all x e S such that f f(x) ± (x) . Then, 
if f(Cl(K(f))) is O-dimensional and no component ofp
Cl(K(f)) separates S , f can be approximated as closely 
as desired by a homeomorphism.
(ii) Suppose k is a p-od (generalized triod) 
contained in the three-cube I with end-points only on 
Bd(I^), f is a homeomorphism of into E^ +  f(S2) does 
not Intersect k , e is a suitably small positive number and
1
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2 3T is a component of f(S ) minus the €-neighborhood of I .2 3Then, there is a homeomorphism g of S into EJ such2 2that T is contained in g(S ) » g(S ) does not intersect3 2 \ pI , and g(S ) is contained in f(S ) minus the
3 ^€-neighborhood of I plus the €-neighborhood of IJ minus
I3 .
It will be assumed that where necessary or 
convenient all sets are triangulated and polyhedral with all 
vertices in general position and all homeomorphisms are 
piece-wise linear.
To construct a decomposition space, let An3[Figure 1.1] be a two-hole torus in arranged
symmetrically with respect to a horizontal plane R . The
upper and lower holes in A0 are represented, respectively, 
by circles p0 and qQ . The straight line segment I 
connects p0 and qQ . The cubes UQ and DQ are arranged
symmetrically with respect to R such that
Po c uo ' Qo c Do and Ao 0 Bd(Uo) and Ao 0 Bd<Do) are
disks. For fixed positive integers T and B , cubes
U]_, ...UT are imbedded in UQ above pQ and cubes
Di ,...Db are imbedded in DQ below qQ . Then, for a fixed
positive integer K , two-hole tori A-^f.Ag are imbedded
in A0 such that each torus intersects exactly, one cube in
the top and one cube in the bottom of A0 ; the intersection
of any horizontal plane with the interior of any A^ is
either the interior of a disk or the union of the interiors
of two disjoint disks, two tori that intersect the same cube
are hooked in the interior of the cube, and if Aj_ intersects
Uj and Dk , the closure of A  ̂- (Uj + D^) is a
topological cube. To illustrate, the construction by Bing.
in [4] would correspond to the case where T = B = 1 and
K = 4 .








and tori A^ ^'...A^ ^ such that there is a homeomorphism of 
onto itself which is the identity on the complement of 
some open set containing A0 and takes AQ onto ,
Uj onto j,J = 1,...T , Dk onto D1 k,k *> 1,...B , and
At onto = 1,...K . The process is to proceed
inductively.
After Casler [5], if N is a positive integer,
Na will denote a sequence of N positive integers
J(l),...J(N), and if t is a positive integer, the sequence
J(l),...J(N),t will be denoted by Na,t . If N = 0 ,
Na = 0 and Na,t - t , Thus, ANa , UNa or DNa will
denote a torus or cube with N subscripts. The set of all 
tori with N subscripts will be denoted by (ANa); f % a ) and 
{ % a 3 will have the obvious meanings. The union of all 
tori or cubes with N subscripts will be denoted by
EANa or EUNa or EDNa *
Let M be the collection of all components of
A0 • SAl a * EA2a»•♦ • Let E /M be the space whose points
are elements of M or points in E^ - AQ • LA^a • LAga ...
Thus, E*Vm  is an upper semi-continuous decomposition of 3E into points and arcs.
The elements of M are tame arcs. For, suppose
Ai intersects U-̂  and D1 . Then Ao*A-L*A1 -p.. is an
* 3element of M . There is a homeomorphism of E onto itself 
which is the identity on the complement of AQ which would
put Ai in a vertical position like AQ and keeps in
UQ and D2 in D0 . Then, there is a homeomorphism of E^ 
onto itself which is fixed on the complement of the image of 
Ai » puts A ^ i  in a vertical position and keeps ^ in
the image of Uj and ^ the image of Dj . Continuing
3this process defines a homeomorphism of E onto itself
5
which carries A^A-j^A^ onto a vertical line segment.
Thus, the element of M contained in A^A^-A^ 1#.. is a 
tame arc.
The set EA^flt+'̂ Jla+^ l a  a ^orus with central
curve *“ tQ , The central curve rQ contains and
consists of points u^,,, ,uT,dj_. * ,dB and arcs a^, ...aj^
such that the end points of a^ are u^ and dk if Al
intersects Uj and . Similarly, for a fixed sequence 
Na ' SANa,l+SDNa, ̂  is a torus with central curve rNa
containing ^ Na  ̂ construction of the decomposition
space may be conveniently represented by A0 and rQ .
Some representations are shown in Figure 1.2, The
construction by Bing in [2] could be done as indicated by3Figure 1,2a and was shown to be topologically E , Bing 
also proved in [4] that Figure 1.2b represents a 
decomposition space that is not topologically E . A 
topological property of this space that distinguishes it 
from E will be presented in Chapter 2 and another proof3that it is not E will be presented in Chapter 4. In [1]
it was shown that Figure 1.2c leads to a decomposition space3that is topologically E . Figure 1.2d indicates the 
decomposition space constructed by K tori such that each 
tori hooks exactly one tori in the top of A0 and exactly 
one tori in the bottom of A0 . By suitable renumbering,
A^ hooks A2 in the bottom of kQ, Ag hooks A^ in the
top of AQ,... and AK hooks Aĵ  in the top of AQ , The 
decomposition space was shown in [1 ] to be topologically E^ . 
In Chapter 5# it will be shown that the space represented by3Figure 1.2e is not topologically E .






represented by Figure 1.2f and Figure 1.2g are topologically 
these spaces will be discussed further in Chapter 6 .
CHAPTER II
Approximation of Certain Continuous Functions of
2 3S Into .
Bing's Approximation Theorem is;
XIAwvJ. I wi. | J  f • iLJ. -LA4 Gfc V*
a 2 -manifold with boundary and
WCU j  iUCUiAA WJ.U U J i'A J.O
f is a non-negative
continuous function defined on M , there is a manifold M'
and a homeomorphism h of M' onto M such that M' is
locally polyhedral at h(x) if f(x) > 0 and 
p(xjh(x)) 1  f(x).
2 3Thus, a homeomorphism of S into E may be
piece-wise linearly approximated as close as desired. In
this section, conditions will be presented to assure that
2 3continuous functions of S into E may be approximated 
by homeomorphisms.
The usual metric for S2 and Ep will be denoted 
by p . The closure of a set A will be denoted by Cl(A).
A disk is the homeomorphlc image of [0,l]x[0,l]= I2,
A singular disk is the continuous image of I . If A is
a subset of a singular disk D and f is the associated2function from I to D , A will be called non-singular if
f ■*" restricted to A is a function. The boundary of a
singular disk is the image under the associated function of2the boundary of I
If f and g are functions from X into Y , the
distance from f to g , p(f,g), is the least upper bound 
of the set of all numbers p(f(x),g(x) for x € X . The
8
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greatest lower bound of the set of all numbers p(f,h) where 
h is a homeomorphism of X into Y will be denoted by 
d(f) and indicates how closely f may be approximated by 
a homeomorphism. If f is a continuous function of X into 
Y , the set of singular points of f , K ( f is the set of 
all x € X with the property that there is a y e  X, y ^ x ,  
such that f(y) = f(x).
The following will be proven;
Theorem 2.11; If f is a continuous function from S into 
E3 and
(l) ffCl(Kff))) is O-dimensional pfii) no component of ClfK(f)) separates S 
then d(f) = 0 .
The proof will be deferred until a few lemmas are
proven.
Lemma 2.12 Suppose GpGg* • • «Gjy is a collection of singular
disks contained in a 3-manlfold with boundary, M, of E
satisfying
(i) Each G^ is non-singular and polyhedral on 
some neighborhood of Bd(G^) .
(ii) if i 4 j , B d ^ )  * Gj = 0
(iii) for each i , Int(G^) c Int(M) .
i t iThen, there is a collection G-^Gg, ...GN of mutually 
disjoint polyhedral disks contained in M such that 
= Bd(G^).
Proof: From [7]# we have
Dehn's Lemma: Let M be a 3 -manifold,compact or not, with
boundary which may be empty, and in M let D be a 2-Cell
10
with self-Intersections (singularities)! having as 
boundary the simple closed polygonal curve C and such that 
there exists a cloaed neighborhood of C In D which Is 
an annulus (i.e. no point of C is singular}. Then there 
exists a 2-cell Dc with boundary C , semi-linearly
Imbedded in M .
About each G ^ i  - 1,.,.N, construct a polyhedral 
3-manifold w4Jjfi boundary c M such that Int(Gi)c Intfl^)
and Bd(Gi ) d BdfH^. By Dehn's Lemma, there is a non-singular 
polyhedral disk contained in with boundary Bd(G^). Thus, 
we may assume that each is non-singular and polyhedral.
Suppose N » 2,i.e., we have disks G1 and G^
satisfying the hypotheses. Since Gj and Gg are 
polyhedral we may assume that G.̂  lies in a plane, each
2-simplex of Gg which intersects G1 is perpendicular to 
G^ , and for i 4 J » is in general position with respect
to Gj . Then, G1 n Gg is a collection of mutually
disjoint simple closed curves, • Partially order
this collection by the relations and >g where
Li \  Lj 611(3 only if L1 separates Lj from
Bd(G^),k = 1,2. Let L-̂ , ...Lj be the collection of maximal
i ielements of all maximal towers of •••!£, under >g .
Suppose L2 ***I'Q-l>l ^  is a maximal tower
of L^, ...Lj . Denote by B^ the disk in G-̂  with as
boundary. Let C be a right solid cylinder in
Int(M) homeomorphic to B̂  ̂x [-1,1 ] such that B1 x [0] is
B.̂  and contains no vertices of Gg [Figure 2 .1 ] . The
component of Cl(Gg - C-̂ ) containing Bd(Gg) is a disk
G£ with holes. Either L^ x [1] or L^ x [-1] but not
FIGURE 2.1
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both bounds a hole in Gg . If L1 x[l] bounds a hole, we 
attach (L  ̂ x[^-,l])+(B1 x[^-]) to Gg . Otherwise, we
attach (1^ x [-l, -£■] )+(B1 x[-i]). To proceed, either 
Lg x[i] or Lg x[-l] bounds a hole in Gg and we 
accordingly attach (Lg x [^-,l])+(Bg x [ J ] ) or
(Lg x [ - 1 , 4 ] ) + (B2 X [ - | ] ) .  The p r o c e s s  may b e  c o n t in u e d
through Lq  and then repeated for every maximal tower under
>1 of L^j.e.Lj , with the obvious qualification that
none of the sets that are attached to G0 intersect. The
i i 2result is a disk Gg such that Bd(Gg) = Bd(Gg). Letting
G1 = G1 completes the argument for N 2 .
To complete the proof of the lemma, we need only 
note that if G^,...G^ is a collection of disks, we may let
tG^ = Gj and by a similar construction obtain disks
i t  i  i iGg ..,Gn which do not Intersect . Then, there is a
3-manifold with boundary, M , contained in M which does
r i  f  t  tnot intersect Gn and which contains G0 ,...GW . The
I  r t i  c  IN
3 -manifold disks Gg . ..GN satisfy the hypotheses of the 
lemma and the construction may be repeated in M
pLemma 2,13: If f is a continuous function from S into
3E satisfying
(i) Cl(K(fU is O-dimensional
(ii) f(Cl(K(f))) is O-dimensional
then d(f) = 0 .
Proof: We show that for each e > 0, there is a piece-wise
2 3linear homeomorphism g of S into E such that 
p(f,g) < € .
Since each point of f(S2- Cl(K(f))) is at a 
positive distance from f(Cl(K(f))), by Bing's 
Approximation Theorem (Theorem 7 of [3] we may assume that
13
f(S2- Cl(K(f))) is locally polyhedral.
Since f(Cl(K(f))) is O-dimensional, there is at icollection M^,...Mp of mutually disjoint 3-manifolds each
of diameter less than € such that f(Cl(K(f))) c Elnt(M|).
Since Cl(K(f)) is O-dimensional, there is a collectionoDi j ...Dn of mutually disjoint disks in S such that 
Cl(K(f)) c E l n t f D ^ f  (Bd{Di )) is polyhedral, and 
EffDi) c Slnt(Mj) .
So that we may apply Lemma 2,12, in each Mj we 
construct a 3-manifold with boundary, M T, and a continuouso o o
function P from S into EJ satisfying
(i) F = f on S3 - ElntfD^
(ii) F(EBd(Di))<= EBd(MJ ),F(EInt ( D ^ ) c Elnt(Mj)
(iii) for each i , there is a neighborhood of
F(D^) which is non-singular and polyhedral
(iv) if i 0 j , F(Bd(Di )) • F(Dj) = 0 .
Suppose '*'s c°llecti°n of disks
in S2 such that ffEDj^j) c int(Mj). For each >
there is a disk such that * Cl(K(f*)) c
Int(Ej^j) c Int(Dj^j) . Since ffEEj^j) is at a positive 
distance from both f(S2- EInt ( D j ^ ^ )) and the complement
of Mj , ffEEj^j) may be covered by a finite collection 
o^,...ar of tetrahedrons in general position and 
f ( E E j ^ )  <= Elnt(aj), ECj c int(Mj), and
EOj f(S2- EInt(D1 )) = 0 . Each annulus f(Dj^j- IntfEj^j))
tmay be covered by a solid torus Tj(i) contained in Mj 
such that in general position with respect to
Eaj and each torus
14
Tj(i) * f(S2- = 0 , and for k ^ i ,
Tj(i) * f(Bd(Dj^k j)) = 0 . Since we may assume
STj(i) + Eoj is connected, Mj = + ECj is the desired
3-manifold with boundary. Define F on EEj^j to be a
simplicial approximation to f such that F ( E E j ^ )  c: Mj ,
F (SEJ(i)) ’ f (SBd(Dj(i))) * ^ and F = f on - Ej^j).
The collection F(EDj^^) and Mj satisfy the
conditions of Lemma 2.12. Let gj be the natural 
homeomorphism with domain Then c *
Sj(B d (Dj(j.))) * f (B d (Dj(i))) Ma  P(f,gj) < e since Mj is 
of diameter less than € .
2Defining g = f on S - E E D j ^  and g = gj on
each set EDj-^j such that F(EDj^1 j) c Mj completes the
proof of Lemma 2.13.
We begin the proof of the theorem by defining M
as the set of components of point inverses f~^(t) for
2 2 t e f(S ). No element of M separates S since the
non-degenerate elements of M are components of Cl(K(f)),
From [6 ] we have
Theorem 3.40 of f61: Let S and T be compact Hausdorff 
spaces, let f :S -» T be continuous, and let gj be the 
upper semicontinuous collection of components of 
polnt-lnverses f (t). Let m:S -+ DfflQ be the natural 
mapping, and define t;D(fl|) -> T by *(p) = f(m" (p)). Then 
m is monotone and t is light. Furthermore, if m 1 and t' 
are anv other mappings, monotone and light respectively, 
such that f = I'm1 and m ’fs) = M 1 , then there is a 
homeomorphism h:M' ■+ D(flj) such that m = h m 1 and 
t = t'h~l .
pThus, there is a monotone mapping m from S onto
15
O O y QS /M and a light mapping X from S /M onto f(S ) such 
that f = Xm . We show that d(X) = d(m) = o which implies 
that d(Xm) = d(f) = 0 .
By the following
Theorem 2.1 of [8 ] (page 171): The hyperspace of any upper 
semi-continuous decomposition of a sphere into continua not 
separating the sphere is a topological sphere,
S /M is topologically S2 .
To show that d(X) = 0, it is sufficient to show 
that dimension X(C1(K(X))) j< 0; for if dimension 
X(C1(K(X))) = -1, X is a homeomorphism and dX = 0 ;  if 
dimension X (Cl(K(X))) = 0 , dimension C1(K(X)) = 0 since 
X is light and C1(K(X)) c X_1X(C1(K(X))); thus X 
satisfies the conditions of Lemma 2.13 and d(X) = o . Suppose 
y e K(X) , Then X~^X(y) and m ^X*’1X(y) are non­
degenerate. Since f'^Xfy) = m”1X"1X(y)J f_1X(y) is non­
degenerate and X(y) is an element of f(K(f)). Therefore,
X(K(X)) c f(K(f)) and X(C1(K(X))) c f(Cl(K(f))). Since 
dimension f(Cl(K(f))) * 0, dimension X(C1(K(X))) < 0 , thus 
showing d(X) = 0 .
To show d(m) = 0, we observe that if P is a 
component of m(Cl(K(m))), m ”1 (P) is connected and 
contained in a component of Cl(K(m)); but, since the image 
of every component of Cl(K{m)) is a point, P is a point. 
Therefore, m(Cl(K(m))) is 0-dimensional and, since it is 
compact,, can be covered by a finite collection of mutually 
disjoint disks of arbitrarily small diameters with 
m(Cl(K(m))) contained in the interiors of the disks. Thepinverse of each disk is a disk since it lies in S and itsiboundary is a simple closed curve. Thus, the mapping m ,
V .
which is equal to m on the complement of the disks and 
maps each disk homeomorphically onto its image under m , is
16
a homeomorphism and p(m,,m) is arbitrarily small. Thus, 
d(m) = 0 .
A corollary to Theorem 2.11 is;
Theorem 2.14; If f is a continuous function from S 
into E^ and
(i) f(Cl(K(f)) is 0-dimensional
Ofil) no component of ClfK(f)) separates S
(iii) f(S2 - ci(K(f))) is locally polyhedral
(lv) L is a closed set contained in the 
complement of ClfK(f))
(v) € > 0
2 3then there is a homeomorphism g from S into E such 
that p(f,g) < g j g = f on L and g(S^) is polyhedral.
The proof is immediate when it is observed that 
in thajproof of Lemma 2.13 f(S2- Cl(K(f))) was assumed
to be locally polyhedral.
Figure 2.2 shows the representation of the 
decomposition space described by Bing in [4], Disks P-̂  
and P2 are the intersections of a pair of horizontal 
planes with A0 and P^ is an annulus such that 
Pi U P2 U P^ is topologically S2 .
In [4], Bing proves the following:
Lemma For Theorem 12: If the decomposition space E /M were
topologically E^ , there would be a map g of AQ onto
itself that is the identity at each point of Bd(AQ ) such
that for each point x of A0,g” (x) is an element of M
or a point of AQ- M .
The function g may be extended to a function of
2
3 3E onto E by defining g to be the Identity on the
complement of A0 . Then, g restricted to P1+ P2+ P^ = S
FIGURE 2.2
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O Qwould be a continuous function of S into E ;2S • Aq * SAla* SAia »** and its image under g would be Cantor
sets and the restriction of g could be constructed so that 2g(S - SAla) is polyhedral; there would be a positive number 
e so that the closure of g(M) would be contained in 
g(Int(A0 )). Thus g restricted to S2 would satisfy the 
conditions of Theorem 2.14 and could be approximated by a
homeomorphism f such that p ( f , g ) < € ,  g = f  on2 2 S - SA^a and f(S ) is polyhedral. For every p € g(M),
there would be a neighborhood V of p such that V
intersects no more than one of f^-^) and f(Pg) and hence
a sequence na of positive integers such that g(A )liQi
intersects only one of f f P ^  and f(P2 ). Since g(M) is
compact, for some integer m , each element of CS(Alna)) would
intersect only one of f (p^) and F(P2 ). Using methods
similar to those used in Lemma For Theorem 12 of [4], f3could be extended to a homeomorphism of E onto itself 
which is the identity on the complement of Int(AQ ). For 
each Ama would intersect at most one of
and P2 .1 Let h = f-1g on the complement of LInt(Am a )
and the induced homeomorphism on EInt(Am a ). Then for each 
Ama' Intersects &t most one of P^ and P2 . But, the
proof of Theorem 12 of [4] shows that such a homeomorphism 
does not exist. oThus, we have found another property of E /M that3distinguishes it from E , namely, there is a mapping of
2 3S into E /M that satisfies the conditions of Theorem
2.14 (and Theorem 2.11) that cannot be approximated as
closely as desired by a homeomorphism.
CHAPTER III
Two-spheres Which Avoid if i3 Contains a p-od.
Suppose p is a positive integer. Then a p-od,
k , is the union of the image sets of p homeomorphisms 
ff^) where the domain of each fi is the unit interval 
I = [0,1] and for each pair i,J,fi (I) • f ^ (X ) = fi (0) = fj(0).
The end-points of k are ff^(i)} and the interior of k is 
S(fi[0 ,l)) = k - Ef± (l).
3Suppose E has coord-inates r,9 and 0 , as in
Figure 3.1 where 0 < r,0 < 9 < 2tt and 0 < 0 < v . Let
I3 = f(r,9,0)lr < 1). Let k be a p-od such that
Int(k) c: lnt(I ) and the end-points of k are contained 
in Bd(I3 ) . For i « l,...p, let e± = (l,-2-7̂ -1"-1-^,^). Then,
3 3by a homeomorphism of E onto E , the end-points of k are 
{e^} . Each e^ and e^ determine a great circle; let 
eiej ^e arc -̂n great circle with end-points e^
and ej such that if (r,9,0) e eiej * then 0 < ^  *
Choose a positive number 6 less than one-half 
the distance between any pair of end-points of k . Then 
z^ = (x e Bd(I3 )|p(e^,x) = 6 } and E^ is the component of
Bd(I3 ) - zi containing e^ . The set (z^) is a collection
of simple closed curves. We may assign positive directions 
to them and, after selecting a base-point and constructing 
arcs from the base-point to these simple closed curves, 
regard them as generating elements of 7r^(Bd(I ) - SE^). For 
convenience, we will suppress the base-point and consider■3





products of elements of (z^) and inverses thereof.
Suppose is a two-sphere which does notO
intersect k . The set S^ • Bd(I ) is a collection
of mutually disjoint simple closed curves which may 
be expressed as elements of tt, (Bd(I3 ) - EE.); for later1 O
use, we assume no t. is null-homotopic in Bd(IJ ) - EE. .o o l
There is a homeomorphism H of E onto E which takeso o
Bd(I ) onto Bd(l ) so that each e^ goes onto some e^
and each H(t^) intersects each in n° more than one
point. By this and the assumption regarding general position, 
we may assume that each ^  intersects each ekeL in no 
more than one point and, at this point of intersection, 
crosses .
3Suppose t e s1 - I . Partially order by
^1 ^ ^2 ^1 separates fr°m t in . Let
{Aia ) be the set of all ^  that are maximal with respect 
to > . If { 3  has been defined and contains
then (Anp is the set of all ^  such that
*np > *110,1 but n0 *3 satisfies A ^  > ♦., > Anp>1 .
For each Ana, let K (An a ) be "the closure of 
the component of S-̂  - (^na+ ^ n a  i^ which does not contain
t but whose boundary contains Ana . The set is
a disk with holes bounded by Ana + SAna i and
Bd(K(An a )) <= Bd(I3 ). If n is odd K(An a ) c I3 and
Int(K(An a )) c  m t ( I 3 ). If n is even,K(An a ) c C1(E3 - I3 )
and Int(K(An a )) c E3 - I3 .
Suppose n is odd and B d (K (Anct) )=Ana + SAna i *
A subcollection of Aj^ and ( A ^ ^ )  is a complete
collection iff the subcollection contains and boundso na
a disk with holes in Bd(I ) - EE^ .
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The following assures that complete collections
exist:
Theorem 3.11: If n is odd, contains a complete
collection.
Before proving this theorem, a few lemmas will be
proven.
■3
Lemma 3.12: If n is odd, ^ ( A^) separates I into
exactly two components.
Proof: To show K (Anct) separates 1^ construct an arc
with end points q1 and q2 in Bd(I^) such that
intersects Ana in exactly one point and does not intersect
any An« * ; hence <1-1 intersects K(Ana) in exactly one
liUrj J- J-
point. If K (Ana) does not separate I-3 ,there is an arc
K>2 with end points q^ and q^ which does not Intersect
K(Ana,)+ Int(t1 ), The simple closed curve ^2 can
approximated by a simple closed curve t contained in 
Int(I ) which intersects in exactly one point. For
each Ana ± construct a disk such that
IntfDjJ c E^-I^ , B d p ^  = ^ and (D^) are mutually
disjoint. Then X = K(Ana) + ED^ is a disk with boundary
Ana and I intersects X exactly once. Therefore t links 
Ana , where the concept of linking is that of Section 9 of 
[3 ], namely, two simple closed curves and link
iff there is a two-complex X^ with boundary ^  such that
J2 intersects X , an odd number of times. But, since
3 3I c lnt(I ) and Ana c Bd(I ), I and Ana cannot link.
3
This contradiction proves that K (An a ) separates I
3
To show that I - K (Ana) has exactly two
components, suppose si's2 s3 are Poi11̂  in K (Ana^
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and s^ and Sg are ln different components. Since K (Ana)
3
meets the boundary of each component of I - K (Ana) for
i « 1 ,2 ,3 , there are arcs such that
sisi * K Âna^ “ si * There is an arc s-^SgS^ in K(Ana) and
a neighborhood Y of s^SgS^ in I such that )
separates Y into exactly two components. For i = 1,2, let 
Y^ be the component of Y-KfA^) which intersects s^s^. Then
S3S3 " s3 intersects some Yi . Therefore, either
Y1 + (slsl" sl) + (S3S3~ s3) or Y2 +(s2s2“ s2̂  + (S3S3“ 83)
is connected. In either case, for i = 1 or i = 2, there
is a connected set containing and s^ which does not
intersect K(An a )j hence and s^ lie in the same
3
component of I - K (Ana  ̂ and the Proofl of Lemma 3.12 is 
complete.
3Lemma 3.13: Suppose t is an arc in Bd(I ) such that 
if I intersects the intersection is a single point
3and there is a connected set X <=■ 1^ such that the end-points 
of t lie in X , and X. KfA ^ )  * 0 ,n odd. Then, I
intersects an even number of components of Bd(K(Ana)).
Proof: If I • Bd(K(An a )) = 0 , the lemma is trivial. If
I • Bd(K(An a )) ^ 0 , the end-points of I lie in the same
3
component of I - K(Ana) since X is connected, contains
3the end-points of I and lies in I - K(A ), If Ina'
intersects ^  c  Bd(K(An a )), there are points in I near 
which lie in different components of I - K (Ana) since
I and are in general position. By Lemma 3.12,
3
I - K(Ana) has exactly two components. Thus, t must
intersect some 1f* c Bd(K(A„rt) . Pairing the components■i nu
2k
of Bd(KAn a )) completes the proof of Lemma 3.13.
Theorem 3.11 will now be proven. The proof will be
by contradiction.
Suppose Bd(K(An a )) does not contain a complete 
collection. The simple closed curve Ana is not 
null-homotopic in Bd(I^) - Ee.̂  so both components of 
3
Bd(I )- Ana must contain points of {ei }. Since Bd(K(Ana))
does not contain a complete collection, there are points 
ei and ej in different components of Bd(I )- Ana which
are not separated from by EAna i . There is an arc
t from ei to ej that intersects Ana in a single point
but does not intersect EAna,i ; thus t intersects an
odd number of components of Bd(K(An a )). But, I could be
constructed to satisfy Lemma 3.13 and k could replace X ;
thus I must intersect an even number of components of 
Bd(K(Ana)). This contradiction completes the proof of 
Theorem 3.11.
A result which will {̂ e needed later is;
Theorem 3.1^: Suppose t is an arc in Bd(I^) with end 
points on Bd(K(An a )), n odd, and I intersects each ^
in no more than a single point. Then, for each Bmg, m odd,
I Intersects an even number of components of Bd(K(Bmg)).
Proof: The proof follows from Lemma 3.13 where X is
replaced by K(Anct).
For n odd, Ana and (Ana i) may contain more
than one complete collection. However, if no confusion can 
result, in the following when a complete collection is 
selected, it will be denoted by CC(An a ) and the associated
disk with holes in Bd(l^)- EEi will be denoted by Q(Ana).
\
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A family 5 of complete collections is maximal
iff 5 satisfies;
AXIOM I: Each pair CC(Ana), ^ ( B ^ )  e ? satisfies exactly 
one of the following:
(i) Q(Ana) c 
(li) tUAnJ = Q(Bmp)
(iii) QfAna)- «(Bmp) - 0
AXIOM II: For each Ĉ y, L odd, there is some CC(C^Y ) e ? .
An important result is:
Theorem 3.15: If 5' is a family of complete collections
satisfying AXIOM I. then there is a maximal family^of 
complete collections containing S'  .
Proof: Figure 3.2 will be an aid to following the proof.
Suppose 5' is a family of complete collections
satisfying AXIOM I and for some Ciy,l odd^does not contain
any CC(C^Y ). Let M-ĵ be the set of all Q(Ana) such
that (-C(Ana) € S' and Cly c UfA^).
We first consider the case when M^ 4 0 . Then, 
there is a particular Ana such that Q(Ana) =
Q(®mp) € M1 CC(Ana) = ^^na'Ana,1 ** *Ana,a^ # Let M 2
be the set of all Q(Bmp) such that CC(Bmp) e 5 * and
Q(Bmp) c Q(Ana). Then Ciy • SMg = 0 . Let RQ be the set
of all ej such that e^ is contained in the complementary
domain of Aj^ that does not intersect Q(Ana) and for
1 <.  ̂ <, a, let R be the set of all e^ such that e,i 3 J
is contained in the complementary domain of Ana  ̂ that
FIGURE 3.2
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does not intersect Q(Ana).
The simple closed curve Ana separates ctv
from Rq since C* Y C Q(Ana). Let be the closure of
the complementary domain of C.„ that does not contain R .vy o
Then DQ is a disk satisfying
(i) If Q(Bmp) e M2, either QfB^) c  Dq or
Do * ^^Bmp^ " For each such ls
connected and does not meet
(il) R0 • Dq = 0 . For A ^  separates C^y from
Rq and Dq is a connected set containing
CJv which does not intersect A„„ .“vy na
Since Bd(DQ ) * C^y is not null-homotopic in
3
Bd(I ) - Eei , there is e e (ei) in Int(D0). Select 
eo € ^o • ^he arc eoe intersects Ana exactly once and
hence must intersect exactly one other component of 
Bd(Q(Ana)), say Ana>1, exactly once. Since ^na i
separates e from Q(Ana)j e € R^ and we let
e = eoei . ^  = a0l, eoei * V ,1 ’ dol and
e0el * l̂y = ̂ ol * P°int ^0i is contained in &0ldol
since Ana separates RQ from C^y and Anfl ^ separates
T from R^ . By Theorem 3.1^, aoidol intersects an even 
number of components of Bd(K( %  )) and hence exactly one
of the open arcs a0 ib0i or b0ldol ' say boldolJ intersects 
an odd number of components of Bd^fC^y)). For each
Q(Bmf)) 6 M2, b o l d o l  • Q(Bmp) Intersects an even number of
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components of Bd(K(C^Y ))* Therefore, there is a component 
of Bd(K(C^Y )) that intersects the open arc boldQl but
no element of Mg . Thus we choose a component of
Bd(K(C^Y )), Ĉ Y » that intersects bQldol at a point c ^
such that for every Q(Bmg) e Mg, C<,Y ,1 * ^ ' 3X16
every C^Y ^ which intersects the open arc bolcQl is
contained in some element of M^ .
__ Let be the disk, bounded by cty and C*Y,1 ‘
Then D-̂  satisfies
(i) if Q(BmB) e M2, either ) c Dx or
D1 ' ^ Bm0 ) - * S * «(BlnB) is connected
and does not meet Bd(D1 ) = ^
(ii) (R0 + R^) * D1 = 0 ; for C^Y 1 separates
e-̂  and hence R^ from C*Y ; thus
Rl • Di = 0 ; since B1 c Dq, Rq * D-̂  = 0 .
If no Ana is contained in D^, let Q( Ct v ) = D, .
An argument can then be made to show that
Bd(Dj) = {C^y,Q^y,1 1 is a complete collection satisfying
the requirements of the theorem. However, the argument would 
be only slightly different from an argument that will be 
presented after, if some Ana i is contained in D-̂  , other 
disks are constructed. Hence, suppose some A_rt r sayilGLf 1
Ana,2 * is cont*ined in Di • Then Ana g separates Rg
from BdfD^) . For if e2 e Rg and R^ is not separated
from Bd(D1 ), there is an arc K from e2 to some
component of BdfD-^), say which does not intersect
Ana ,2 and can be conblnued along b° bQl and then
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along boleo to eQ . Hie arc K would have eQ and 
e2 a-s end points hut would intersect Bd(Q(Ana)) In a
single point, aQl , which is impossible since eQ and e
are in different components of Bd(I )- Q(Ana). Let eia2
intersect at a12, Cly l at b12 and A ^ g  at
d12 . The open arc ai2bi2 mus-t intersect an even number
of components of Bd(K(C£y)). This is shown by considering
, i
I from a12 along ^  ^ to dQl , along dQlcol and
from cQl along Ciyti to b12 . Let l"  be a simple 
closed curve constructed by altering 1 + &i2^12 siifi^tly 
al°ng CtY<1 and A ^  so that t "  • (c4y>1 + A ^ )  - 0 
and -t' ' • Bd (KfC^y)) is equal to the sum of the open arcs
*12^12 and col^ol iniersecied with BdfKfC^y)). A 
component Qty,j of Bd(K ( y )) intersects ihe open arc 
a12b12 c-ty,j intersects the open arc c0idoi since t '1
is a simple closed curve and must intersect j twice,
if at all, once along ai2l3l2 6111(3 once along c0id0i* 
the open arc intersects an odd number of components
of BdfKfC^y))* the open arc k0ic0i intersects an even 
number of components of Bd(K( C*Y )) and C*Y, ̂  intersects
the open arc b ^ d ^  . Thus, the open arc c0i^0i intersects 
an even number of components of Bd(K( C*Y )) and, therefore,
the open arc ai21:>i2 mus-t also intersect an even number of
components of Bd(K(C(jfY)). The open arc bi2d12 must
intersect an odd number of components of Bd(K(C^Y )) since
a12d12 intersects an even number and a ^ b - ^  intersects an
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odd number. We choose g, a component of Bd(K(C^ ))
which intersects e2e2 *n c i 2  * the P roP®rty that for
every e «2 > W  * 0  “ a every
which intersects the open arc b i 2 c i 2  is contained ln some
element of M0 . The simple closed curve C. - isc * Y >2
contained in D^ but does not intersect c0ib0i since 
C*Y ,2 does not intersect any element of Mg . Therefore,
ctY,C<-Y,l 0X16 CtY, 2 bound a disk with holes Dg contained
in . The disk Dg has the following properties:
(i) if Q(Bmp) 6 M2, either ) = Dg or
V i for «<Bmp) is connected
and does not meet Bd(Dg) 53 ctY+C4Y,l+C-tY,2 *
(ii) (R0+ R-j+ Rg) • Dg = 0 ; for 2 lles ln
the complementary domain of Ana 2 not 
containing eg and hence not containing
R2 so Ana^g separates g from Rg .
r'
Since Dg is connected and contains °*Y,2 
and Ana g does not intersect Dg,
Rg • Dg = 0 . The remainder holds since
D2 c Dx .
The continuation of the process through a finite 
number of steps is obvious, resulting in a disk with holes 
D with boundary Cty+ C*Y,1 +,,,+CtY.J -
The boundary of D is a complete collection since
if ej_ € D , there is an arc from e^ to bQ^ in D which
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does not intersect any component of Bd(Q(Ana)) in more than 
a single point. Continuing this arc along t>0ie0 results
in an arc which intersects Ana but has end points in
different components of the complement of Q(Ana) and hence
must intersect some A„„ j which must lie in D . But thena, i
fore going construction would at some stage remove Anft ^
o *
and hence ê  ̂ from D . Thus D c Bd(I ) - Ee^ and
Bd(D) = CCfC^Y) with D = 3(0^).
Let 5 = ?' + 00(0^). The disk Q(Ct y ) is
contained in Q(Ana) since QfC^y) intersects Q(Ana) but
cannot intersect any element of CC(Ana) since such elements
were removed at some stage of the construction. Therefore 
Q(Q&y) inherits either property (i) or (iii) of AXIOM I
from Q(Ana) for all Q(Bmp) t Mg . If Q(Bmp) e , then
the construction assures that either c or
Q(Bmp) 'Q(cty) = ^ • Tbus* either property (ii) or (iii)
of AXIOM I is satisfied. Thus S satisfies AXIOM I .
In case M^ = 0 , we note that the proof where
Mj 4 0 uses only that Q(Ana) is a connected set. Since 
k is a connected set, we may use k instead of « ( V )  and 
proceed with the construction.
The proof of Theorem 3.15 is completed by noting
that for any family satisfying AXIOM I, there are only
a finite number of C^Y , I odd, such that no 0 0(0^ )  is
contained in 5 ’ . Thus, in a finite number of steps we can 
construct a family of complete collections which contains 5 r 
and satisfies AXIOM I and AXIOM II .
■>
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We will now prove a theorem which, if k is a 
3 -ap-od in I with end-points only on Bd(I°) and is a
two-sphere which does not intersect k , will enable us to
replace by a two-sphere S2 which does not intersect
3T . The two-sphere will have other important properties 
which, in Chapter 4, will be applied to Bing's decomposition 
space, represented by Figure 1.2b, and the decomposition 
space represented by Figure 1.2e. First some definitions are 
necessary.
If e > 0 , let I3 + € = {(r,0,0|r < 1 + c). Define 
the homeomorphism P from Bd(I3 ) to Bd(I^ + e) by 
P(1,0,0) = (1 + e,0,0). For x c  Bd(I3 ), the psuedo-hull of 
X and P(X) is (y c E3|y = (1 + t€,e,0),o < t < 1 ,
(1,0,0) c X . Let = P(E^) and zi * P(zi ). Then
| n |
f ) is the set of generating elements of ^(Bdfl^+e)- EE^. 
Let 4 be the psuedo-hull of Bd(I3 ) - EÊ  ̂ and 
Bd(I3+ e) - EE^ .
The theorem is:
Theorem  SUPPOse__ k is a p-Qd contained in I3 with
end-points only on Bd(I ), f is a homeomorphism of S2 
into E3 such that f(S2 ) «k = 0.0 <: e<minfp(f(Sgi,X)
^  P(ei»ei+l))> and T is a component of f(S2 )-(I3+e).
2 3Then, there is a homeomorphism g of S into E such 
that g(S2 ) c (f(s2 )-(I3+€))+ g(S2 ), f = g on
g"1 (g(S2 )-(I3+e)) and g(S2) »I3 = 0 .
Proof: Select t e T and partially order and label
2 3the components of f(S ) • Bd(I ), in the manner previously
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described.
The Bet 4 is topologically equivalent to 
(Bd(I3 )- Tft±) x [0,1] where (Bd(I3 )-EE1 )x[0]-Bd(I3 )-EE1 and 
(Bd(I3)- SE1 )x[l] - Bd(I3+ €)- . By selecting
0 < e1 < c , adjusting f(S2) in I3+ c 1 and expanding 
I3+ s' , we may assume for each ♦i, the psuedo-hull of 
end is an annulus homeomorphic to ^  x [0 ,1 ] and
contained in f(S2) with ^  x [0] » x W  = P C ^ )  and
each ^(Aj^) * a , 0 £  a £  1 , is a disk with holes.
By Theorem 3.15* there is a maximal family ? of
complete collections such that for each , I odd ,
CC(C^y) 6 5 • We begin the definition of g by taking
W1-m-(A1x[|,l]+(Q(A1)x[|] )+E(AljSx[i,l])+E(K(A;lj3)-(I3+e)) 
where f A ^ p) c C C ^ ) .  W^ is a disk with holes whose 
boundary is E P ^  p fi) + £p(Ala) where ( A ^ p) c 0 0 ^ )  and
A1 ? fA^a^* We define S ■ f on
f"1 (T + 2(K(AliP)-(I3+e))), [A1#p) c C C ^ ) ,  and the natural 
homeomorphism from f"^ of the closure of the component of 
f(S2 )-(P(A1 ) + SP(A2 p )) containing A-̂  onto 
(A1 x t-g*!]) + (Q(AX ) x [^] + S(A1#p x [^,1]) where, we 
repeat, (A1#p) c CC(A^) . If A-,^ ft CC(Ax) , 
gf (K(A^^6)) c * . in effect, we have thrown away k (A-^6). 
If CC(A2) € 5 * we choose ag by
(i) a2 . |  if d(A2) c q(ax)
(ii) a2 - £  if Q(Ag) = Q(A1 )
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(ill) »g - j  If ft(A2) •Q(A1 ) - 0
Exactly one of these must hold since CCfA-^) and
CC(A2)€ 5 and 5 is a maximal family of complete collections.
Let W2-(A2x[a2,l])+(Q(A2)x[a2])+J:(A2^ x [ a 2,l])
+ E(K(A2jP )-(I3+€))
where (A2ip) c GC(A2 ). Then, W 2 is a disk with holes whose
boundary is P(A2) + s (p (A2 jp^$)) where {A^p} <= CC(A2) and
which intersects in P(A2 ). We define g = f on
f 1 (W2 -(l^+e))= f“1 ((EK(A2#g ))-(I^+i)) and the natural 
homeomorphism from f"^ of the closure of the component of 
f(S2 )-(P(A2 )+EP(A2^p )),(A2^ )  c CC(A2), containing Ag
onto (A2x[a2,l])+(Q(A2 )x[a2]) + E(A2^px[a2,l]) , where
(A2jp) c CC(Ag). Again, if A2  ̂i CC(A2), we throw away 
K(A2i6).
The set W-̂  + W 2 is a disk with holes whose 
boundary is EP(Ala) + 2P (A1#p ^ )  + SP(A2 p 5 ) where each 
A ^  t fA1,A2], Aj^p e 0 0 ^ )  and A2 p e CC(A2 ). To continue
the definition of g , if CCfA^) € 5 , we would choose
*7 O C 1 ^ 1 1
a3 € Tf* B’J 2* &  V  according to the containment
properties of Q(A1 ),Q(A2) and Q(A )̂, construct and
define g as before. If no CC(Ala) € 5-(CC(A-L)+CC(A2)), we 
would take where P(A^ ± ]_) in boundary of
Wj, choose according to the containment properties
of those CC(A-La ) e 5 relative to Q(A^ ^ ^), construct 
wl,l,l 8,11(3 define g as before. Then LWla + W 1 ^ would
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be a disk with holes and the process could be repeated.
After a finite number of steps, 
swla + £w3a + *»«+ Sw(2J-l)a he the image under g of
S2 and would satisfy the conditions of Theorem 3,16, thus 
completing the proof.
CHAPTER IV
An Alternate Proof That Bing's Decomposition Space Is 
Not Topologically E^.
3Suppose a decomposition space E /M of the type 
described in Section 1.1 is given and disks P-̂  and P2 and
an annulus P^ have been constructed as in Figure 2.2 . Then,
3 3Theorem 4.11; If E /M is topologically E , there is a
least integer N(A) and an associated piecewise linear
homeomorphism f on P1 + Pg such that
(i) f is the identity on Bd(P^) + Bd(P2 )
(ii) f f l n t ^ )  + Int(P2 )) c Int(A0 )
(iii) each of intersects at most one
of f(Px ) and f(P2).
3 3
Proof: If E /M is topologically E , by Lemma For
Theorem 12 of [4] as stated in Section 2.2, there is a
function g from Ê " onto E^ such that g is the identity
3 3 - 1on E -Int{AQ ) and if x e E , g (x) is a point or an
2element of M . The restriction of g to S =P-̂  + P2 + P3
satisfies the conditions of Theorem 2.14 where
S2 - £Int(Ala) corresponds to L and S2*M *= Cl(K(g)).
2Hence, the restriction of g to S may be approximated 
by a piecewise linear homeomorphism g1 such that
= g on S2 - EInt(Ala) and g1 (lnt(P1)) <= Int(AQ),i=l,2 .
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If x e g(M)j there is an open set V containing x 
which intersects at most one of 411(3 Si(P2  ̂ 411(3 4
sequence na such that x € g(An a ) <= V . Thus, g(Ana )
intersects at most one of gi(pi) and giCPg)* Since
g(M) is compact, there is an integer m such that each of
fg(Ama)) intersects at most one of g ^ P ^  and g1 (Pg ).
■aLet h be a homeomorphism of EJ onto Itself such 
that h = g on the complement of SInt(Ama) and is any 
induced homeomorphism on ^^nt(Ama) » the existence of such 
an induced homeomorphism is contained in the proof of Lemma 
For Theorem 12 of m .
The proof is completed by noting that h g1 is 
a homeomorphism of P-̂ + P2 which satisfies
(i) h-1g is the identity on B d ^ )  + Bd(P2 )
(II) h_1s (Int^) + Int(Pg)) c Int(AQ)
(iii) each of fAmQL} Intersects at most one 
of h'1g(P1 ) and h"1g(P2).
Thus, there is a least integer N(A) and an associated 
piecewise linear homeomorphism f satisfying the 
conclusions of Theorem 4,11.
We recall from Chapter I that in each torus 
Ana there is rna , the central curve of the torus
EAna,i + suna,i + EDna,i
Theorem 4.12: If E^/M is topologically , there Is
a least Integer KfT) and an associated piecewise linear 
homeomorphism g from P^+ P2 such that
(i) g is the identity on Bd(P1 ) + Bd(P2 )
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(ii) g ( m t ( P 1) + Int(Pg)) c Xnt(AQ )
(iii) if aKfp)ajj is 8X1 arc ln
TK(Da 6 r̂K ( D a ^  &K(r)q11 intersects 
at most one of g(P1 and g(P2 )
(iv) (£uK(r)qfi * £dK(r)tt,l)'tg(Pl+ P2̂ 58 ^
Proof: Consider the Integer N(a ) and associated piecewise
linear homeomorphism f of Theorem 4.11. Since for each 
sequence N(A)a , rN(A)o c AN(A)a , each arc a„ (A)a>1
intersects at most one of f(P1 ) and f(Pg). If some
uN(A)a,i intersects, say ffPj), we may choose a small
neighborhood of uu(A)a  ̂ and push f(P-jl ^lightly away from
uN(A)a i in this neighborhood. The result is a
homeomorphism f-̂  of P^ + Pg such that f ̂ = f on the
complement of the neighborhood and  ̂ is not
contained in fi(Pi+ No intersections are added to any
aN(A)dj 3 SlnCe lf *H(A)a,j has uN(A)a,i for »  end-point,
aN(A)a j intersected ffP-^) prior to the adjustment. This
process can be continued for each un^a)3 i and dN(A)P i 
contained in AN (^)P * resulting in a homeomorphism f ’ 
such that f* = f on E3- SInt(AN Â ^ )  . Thus f ’ 
satisfies
(i) f is the identity on Bd(P^) + Bd(P2)
(ii) f'(Int(P1 )+Int(P2 )) c Int(A0 )
(iii) if ls ^  arc ln rN(A)a £ (rN(A)a),
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aN(A)a,i intersects most on© of fl(pi) 
and f'(P2 )
(l v > (EuN(A)a.i+ M N(A)o,i)-(f '(Pl)+f,(I,2)) " 0 •
By the existence of N(A) and f* , we are 
assured of the existence of a least integer K(r) and 
associated homeomorphism g satisfying the conclusion of 
Theorem 4,12* thus completing the proof.
The integers N(A) and K(r) will be called the 
shrinking numbers of Ep/M if E^/M is topologically .
The relationship between N(A) and K(r) is given by:
Theorem 4.13: If E^/M is topologically E^, N(a ) ■» K ( D +  1.
Proof: If E^/M is topologically E^, then K(r) and the
associated homeomorphism g are given as In theorem 4.12. 
About each rK(r)a' a torus Sc(F)a can constructed
whose central curve is rK(r)a 80 that Sc(r)aCInt ÂK(r)a^* 
There is a psuedo-isotopy H of Ep onto itself such that 
Ht is the identity on E^-EInt(Aj^pja )* HQ is the 
identity, Ht is a homeomorphism for t ji 1, and H .
(ZA(K(r)+l)a+nj(K(r)+l)a+ ZZ(K(r)+l)a “ zrK(r)a •
The psuedo-isotopy H squeezes
2A (K(r)+l)a + ZU(K(r)+l)a + ZD(K(r)+l)a onto ^ ( r j a  ln 
the most obvious fashion. For some t,
Ht(EU(K(r)+i)a+5:D(K(r)+i)a)-(e(pi)+ «(p2 >> = 0 <lv> of 
Theorem 4.12 And for each A (K(r)+1)a,Ht(A(K(r)+1)a)
intersects at most one of g(P^) and g(P2). The integer
K(T) + 1 and the homeomorphism H ^ g  satisfy the conclusion
4o
of Theorem 4.11, Therefore, N(A) 1  K(r) + 1 .
If E^/M is topologically E^ , then K(r) and 
the associated homeomorphism f are given as in 
Theorem 4.11. Fix a torus a (n (a )-i )<x ‘ T° sh°W
K(r) + 1 < N(A), f(P^) and ^(Pg) will adjusted in
A(NA)_i)a by a homeomorphism f' of + P2 so that 
N(A)- 1 and f satisfy the conclusion of Theorem 4.12
with respect to P(N (A ).1 )a , Figure 4.1 will be an aid in 
following the construction.
lf f(Pw )iW = 1,2, intersects A ^ ^ - g ^  ,
adjust f(P..) so that the components of
f < V ‘ (p (N(A)-l)a,i+ <’(N(A-l)a,i+ t (N(A)-l)a,i) are polnts! 
note that f(Pz ), z ^ w, will not intersect
p (N(A)-l)a,l + <J(N(A)-l)a,l + ^(N(A)-l)a,l •
Suppose A (N(A).1 )ajl...A(B(A).1)a>nl are the tori 
that intersects u (N(A )_i)a n * 1111:1611
P (N(A|-l)a,l’* *p (N(A)-l)a,m are ,linked in Int(U (N(A)-l)a,n * 
By Theorems 3 and 5 of [4] there is a component V of
Int(u (N(A)-l)a,n) " (f (pl) + that intersects each of
p (N(A)-l)a,l” ‘p (N(A)-l)a,m * As in F1SUre it'la *na lt'lb >
construct an m-od * (N(A)_1)a>n In U (K(A).1)ajn with central
point in V such that the endpoints only lie on
Bd(u (N(A)-l)a n ) and are contained in
Bd(u (N(A)-l)a,n)" (N(A)-l)a, i'i=i' •••"’» «><! the arm of
k (N(A)-l)a n ^hat has for its end-point
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B d (u (N(A)-l)o,n) • t (N(A)-l)a,r ^ e r s e c t  f(Pw ) only 
if A (N(A)-l)a,r intersects f(Pw ) and, for z 4 w, does 
not intersect f(Pz). If an arm of k (jj(A)-l)a n intersects 
f (Pw )# we may push the intersection away from the central 
point and out of n onto the associated
^ (N(A)-1)ol, r ' as ln Fi®ure ^*lc • Thus, we may assume that
k (N(A)-la,n does not intersect TfPi) + f(P2 ) and
4/™/a \ -i \ intersects f(P ) only if A,„/*\ \(N(A)-l)a,r x w' J (N(A)-l)a,r
intersects f(P ).\ w /
We wish to apply Theorem 3.21 and begin by
selecting t e Int^^) . Let Bd(P^),i = 1,2, correspond
to L.̂  . Select e > 0 as required by Theorem 3.21 and
such that the e-neighborhood of u (N(A )_i)a n does not
contain any point of f(P1+P2). H  (N(A)-l)a' i=s1' • *,m ‘
Applying Theorem 3.21, we have, as in Figure 4.Id, a
homeomorphism ^  of P^+Pg suc^ that if f (Pw ) does not
intersect r * then neither does fi(pw )i that
is, no intersections have been added to any 4,.T/i.\ ,NJ (N(A)-l)a,r
Further, f1 is the identity on Bd(P^) + Bd(P2 ), 
f1 (Int(P1 ) + Int(P2 )) c Int(AQ ) and ^(P^+Pg) does not
intersect « (H(A).1)<n . Thus, we may replace k (B(A).1)a<n
^  r (N(A)-l)a ' u (N(A)-l)a,n as ln Flgure 4 ’le '
Since in the complement of the e-neighborhood of
u (N(A)-l)a,n ' fl^Pi+P2  ̂C  f (Pi+P2 ^  the Process may be 
repeated for each of (^N(A)a^ and ^ N ( A ) a ^  thus defining
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1The integer N(A)-1 and the homeomorphism f 
satisfy the conclusions of Theorem 4.12. Thus,
K(r) <_ N(A)-1 and the proof is completed.
Theorem 4.14; Bing's decomposition space (represented by 
Figure 1.2b) is not topologically .
Proof: Bing's decomposition space, shown to be topologically
o
different from E in [4], is represented by Figure 1.2b.
The disks P-̂  and P^ and the annulus P^ will be those
of Figure 2.2.
o
If this decomposition space E /M were 
topologically E ,—there is a least integer K(T) and
associated homeomorphism g satisfying the conclusion of 
Theorem 4.12. Since K(r) is clearly not zero, we assume 
that K(T) > 1 and then show that K(r)-l and an
associated homeomorphism g 1 satisfy the conclusions of 
Theorem 4,12. Thus K(r) is zero, a contradiction. Figures 
will be used extensively since they are a clear and efficient 
method of presenting the argument.
Suppose K(r) > l and the associated 
homeomorphism g satisfy the conclusion of Theorem 4.12.
Fix a torus A (K(T)-l)a * '̂ le s^tua^^on 1® that of
Figure 4.2 where only A (K(r)-l)a 1 shown for clarity.
As in Figure 4.3a , construct about d /ir/T,N . v(K(r;-i;a,i,l
a cube Y contained In A (K(r)_1)0jx • D (K(r)_1)a)1 that
does not intersect gfP^+P^). Such a construction is possible
since d (K(r)-l)a 1 * S ^P1+P2  ̂* ^ * The cube Y
intersected with r^K(r)-l)a 1 is a 4-od with
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two 3-ods with a single common end-point 3j a 1 1 as
in Figure 4.3b.
By a homeomorphism of A (K(r)-l)a 1 on'to
itself which is the identity on Bd(A (K(r)-l)a 1 ) exPand the 
cube Y and arrive at the situation of Figure 4,4 where 
Z is a cube about u (K(r)-l)a 1 1  wh -̂ch does not intersect
hig(Pi+p2 ). The intersection of Z and j)
can be replaced by two arcs such that, as in Figure 4.5, the 
simple closed curves x^x^x^, 1=1 ,2 , link in
I n t ^ ) .  Note that each arc x^x|,1=1,2, intersects
no more than one of h1g(P1 ) and h^gfP^) . Thus, if
b e x.x'x. , there is an arc in x.xlx. from b to x.1 i i 1 1 i i
that intersects no more than one of h ^gfP^ and t^gfP^).
When the preceeding construction is done in each 
A (K(T)-l)a,1* 1 = 1 ^2 ^3^4, there results eight simple closed
curves x ^ ^ x ^ i  » 1 ,2 ...8 , which link in I n t ]_)
and the homeomorphism h1 is extended to g ^ + P g )  by
defining it as the identity on the complement of 
SA(K(T)-l)a i * Since the eight simple closed curves link
in u(K(r)-i)a 1 * there ls a component V of
I n t ) a 1 ) “ h^g(Pp+P2 ) that intersects each. We
choose a point y.̂  in V and construct arcs *
i = 1,2...8 , in V from y.̂  to bi € ^x^x^^ and then
to Xĵ  such that Yibixi intersects at most one of
hig(Pi) and hpg(P2 ). The result is an 8 -od k.̂  as in
Figure 4.6a where each arm of k^ Intersects at most one 
of h-jgfPp) and h1g(p2 ).














On each arm of k^, push the intersection of this 
arm with hpgfP^,! = l or 2 , if such exists, along the 
arm away from y1 and out of U(K (r)-l)<x,l • This can be 
done by a homeomorphism hg of h1g(P1+Pg) which is the 
identity on
h1g (P1+P2)"(tJ(K(r )-1)a,1+ D (K(r)-i)a,l + SA(K{r)-l)a,i^*
Then hgh^gfp^+p^) . k-̂  = 0 . To enable the application of 
Theorem 3.16, define hgt^g as the identity on P^ . Then 
P1+P2+P3 is a two-sphere. Choose € such that
0 < e < p(k1 ,hgh^g(P1+P2 )) and let the component of 
h2hiS(P1+P2+P3)” (u (K(r)-l)a l + €) correspond to T in
Theorem 3.16. Then, by Theorem 3.16, there is a homeomorphism 
2 ^h^ of S into which induces a homeomorphism h^ of
Pl+P2 such that h^ is the identity on Bd(P^)+ Bd(Pg), 
h4 (Int(P1 )+Int(Pg))c int(A0 ),hif(P1+Pg) • u (K (p)_i)aji = 0 
and h^(P1)c hgh-^g^), i = 1,2. By this last property 
no intersections have been added to any arcs l)a i J
1 = 1,2,3^ .
Since hJ+(P1+Pg) • u ^(r)-l)a,l ~ ^ can
be replaced by an unknotted and untwisted 8 -od kg with 
central point u (K(r)-l)a 1 as in ^ S ure ^*6b •
Since u (K(r)-i)a 1 * h3(pi+P2^ = ^ ' we construct 
a cube about u (K(r)-l)a 1 ' replace the intersection of 
k2 with this cube by four 3 -ods with a single common 
end-point, expand the cube by a homeomorphism h^ and arrive
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at the situation of Figure 4.7. The four simple closed 
curves link in D(K(r)-l)a 1 * c o n s t r u c 't  * 4-od k^ in
D(K(r)-l)a 1 such that each arm intersects at most one of
h^h^(P1 ) and h^h^Pg), push the intersections-away from
the central point of k^ and out of D (K(r)-l)a 1 *
apply Theorem 3.16 and get an unknotted and untwisted 
4-od kj| , as in Figure 4,8, and a homeomorphism g r of
Pl+P2 * But, this construction has resulted in the
construction of ^(K(r)-i)a homeomorphism g' which
satisfy (i) through (iv) of Theorem 4,12. Thus,
K{T) = 0 and the argument is complete.
FIGURE 4.7




A New Decomposition Space That Is Not Topologically E
The decomposition space E^/M discussed here will
be that represented by Figure 1.2e. The construction will
be much like that of the proof of Theorem 4.14- so a great
amount of detail is unnecessary.
3 3If E /M were topologically E , there would be
a least integer K(T) and associated homeomorphism g
satisfying (i) through (iv) of Theorem 4.12. Since K(T)
is clearly not zero, by construction we will show that
K(T) - l and an associated homeomorphism g ’ satisfy
(i) through (iv) of Theorem 4.12, thus arriving at a
contradiction.
To begin, fix a torus A ^ r j_pja . The situation
is as in Figure 5.1 where for clarity only the details of
A (K(r)-l)a,l and r (K(r)-l)a,l &re shown* Construct a
cube about u (K(r)-l)a 1 1' rePl*ce the in
^(K(r)-l)a 1 intersected with this cube by two 3-ods with
a single common end-point, expand the cube and arrive at 
Figure 5.2. A similar construction is to be done in each
A (K(r)-l)a,i ' 1 =
The four simple closed curves in A ^ p ^ p ^  p






Construct a 4-od k-̂  in D (K(r)-l)a j such that each arm 
intersects at most one of the image of P1 and the image of 
P2 j push these intersections away from the central point 
and out of D (K(r)-l)a i * aPP!y Theorem 3.16 so that the 
new image of pi+p2 does not intersect D (K(T)-i)a i > and 
finally replace k^ by an unknotted and untwisted 4-od k2 
with central point d(K(r)-l)a 1 as s^own ln Figure 5.3b. 
Then construct a cube about d(K(r)-l)a 1 * replace k2
intersected with this cube by two 3 -ods with a single common 
end-point and expand the cube. The construction is to be 
done similarly for A (K(r)_1)0j3, A (K(r)_1 ) M  and
D (K(T)-l)a,2 ' resulting in four linking simple closed 
curves as in Figure 5.4.
U (K(r)-i)a 1 ’ cons^ruc't a 4-od k^ such that 
each arm intersects at most one of the image of P1 and
the image of P2 , push the intersections away from the 
central point and out of ^ , apply Theorem 3.16
so that the new image of P2+P2 does n0^ intersect
U (K(r)-l)a 1 6111(3 rePlace by ^  untwisted and unknotted
4-od kij. with central point u (K(r)-l)a 1 as in FiSure 5.5.
Thus, a homeomorphism g' of p^+p 2 has been 
constructed such that K(r) - 1 and g' satisfy (i) 
through (iv) of Theorem 4.12 and the argument is complete.







Figure 1.2e and Figure 1.2f are so similar that 
it might be suspected that a technique similar to that 
used to show that the space represented by Figure 1.2e 
was not.topologically might also be applied to the
space represented by Figure 1.2f. However, certain problems 
are encountered. If the decomposition space represented by
Figure 1.2f is topologically , the least integer 
K(T) and associated homeomorphism g are assured by 
Theorem 4.12. Since K(r) is clearly not zero, assume
K (r ) > 1 and a torus A (K(r)-l)a * a construc't:i-on 
similar to that of the proof of Theorem 4.14 we arrive at 
the situation of Figure 6 .1 . Since the four simple closed 
curves are not mutually linked in D (K(r)-l)a l* we are nc1:
assured there is a component of l)a 1 ln
complement of the image of intersects each
simple closed curve and hence cannot construct a 4-od with 
the desired properties. However, there are four arcs 
ac,ad,bc and bd contained in ^^(rj-lja 1 as in
Figure 6.2 , such that in going along an arc from one end­
point to another, if the image of P^ and then the image
of Pj,J 4 i , is encountered then the image of will
not again be encountered. But, these arcs may be twisted 
and knotted.
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Question 1: Is there a theorem similar to Theorem 3.16
which would allow the assumption that the arcs In Figure 6,2 
are not twisted or knotted?
Problems of a like nature are encountered when the 
decomposition space represented by Figure 1.2g is studied.
If this space were topologically , we have K(T) and 
g by Theorem 4.12 and since K(r) is clearly not zero, 
assume K(r) > 1 and fix a sequence (K(T) - l)a . Then, 
Figure 6.3 shows a possible adjustment of r (K(r)-l)a i
i = 1,2,3, There are three simple closed curves linking 
ln U (K(T)-l)a 1 and a 3-od k can be constructed such that
each arm intersects at most one of the image of P1 and the 
image of P2 . However, k might be twisted and knotted 
with respect to the arcs K i = 1,2,3, contained in,
respectively, r (K (r)-i)a,i' 1 = •
Question 2: What theorem is needed to assure that k is
untwisted and unknotted both with respect to itself and the 
arcs i = 1,2,3, if, indeed, such a theorem is even
applicable?
Bing's proof in [4] relied on showing that if
N 2  N̂o, is a T-curve and each arc aNa i ,
i = 1,2,3,4 , intersected at most one of the image of
and P2 , there was a figure 8 in ANa homotopic to the
center of A^a (center of ANa = a figure 8 which is the
central curve of A^a ) such that if p and q were points
in opposite loops of the figure 8, every arc from p to q 
intersected at most one of the image of P^ and the image 
of P2 and then showing there was a figure 8 in




A w < * H K ,
A<K(H)-0 oC,7 




this method is not applicable to the space represented by 
Figure 1.2g is shown in Figure 6.4 where the image of 
Pi#i - Ij2, to be regarded as doubled. Each arc
aNo.,i> * = t in intersects at most one of the
image of and the image of Pg but any figure 8 in
ANa homotopic to the center of A^a has points p and q
in opposite loops such that every arc from p to q
Intersects both the image of P1 and the image of Pg .
The arguments that the decomposition spaces 
represented by Figure 1.2b and Figure 1.2e were■3topologically E^ consisted of showing that if K(r) existed, 
K(T) was zero but was clearly not zero. Hence, we are led 
to the following, for the type of decomposition spaces* 
discussed here where, we emphasize, the linking of the tori 
is such that if tori A and B link the same hole in torus 
C , then A and B are linked by their respective holes 
that link C :
3 3Con,lecture: E /M is topologically E iff there is a
homeomorphism g of E^ onto itself which is the identity 
on the complement of Int(AQ ) and such that the image under
g of each a. in r intersects at most one of P, and 1 o 1
F i g u r e  s . 4
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